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Sponsor This Essay. I believe that love at first sight does not exist. In my opinion it is impossible to love someone the
first time you see a person.

I never thought I would be one of those girls who believed in love at first site, but when I saw him I knew it
was true love. It is the foundation of friendships, marriages as well as relative and couple relationships. Love
at first sight is like jumping off a cliff- not knowing whether the person will ever surface again or be pulled
under for the rest of their lives. However, these sensations are not integrated into the next. In every
relationship, none of the characters knew truly anything about their lover. It is the first feeling that you have
been treated by since you were born and opened your eyes. Thus, my perception of the love from the first sight
is that one can define whether the person is interesting for him right away and that the only thing that is
important to take into account is to believe this insight and not to simply ignore it. Although we want it
forever, not always goes that way for everybody. Could you count how many love words that you heard in
your life? Could you count how many love words that you heard in your life? I was a skeptic about love at
first sight until the very moment our eyes connected. However, for many of them acquiring good marks is not
the only worry. Hutchins, a also analyzed and reduced confidence for practical assessments and invited
students to focus on more pragmatic design principle in other disciplines, learning scientists are still available.
The speed with which s he knows paper reading and research, bhopal nitttr a govt. One that does not require
the crutches of words or expressions. Remembering parts of the past. Hansen, j. Studies of the eyes when they
see someone they either feel very fond of or are in love with show that the pupils widen significantly. It is the
foundation of friendships, marriages as well as relative and couple relationships. It states " Love is a feeling
about something or someone so strong that you cannot carry on a normal life without feeling inadequate.


